Blue Ridge-The Mini-Series
Episode 7: The By-Pass(es)
Linda and Paul Kern

Dedication:

This episode is dedicated to Ruel Steele (1908-1992).
A graduate of the IU Law School, and an esteemed trial lawyer, Mr.
Steele also distinguished himself as a public servant. He is best known
as Chairman and Executive Director of the Indiana State Highway
Commission from 1968-1972. His most notable achievement was the
improved highway access to the Bloomington area. A segment of State
Road 37 around I-465 is named in his honor.
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Preface
We take pleasure in placing before the public our 7th episode of Blue
Ridge-The Mini-Series. The topic for this episode is the By-Pass System.
As we know, the city of Bloomington serves many functions, from a
University site to a county seat. It also operates as a crossroads for
State Roads 37, 45 and 46. All of them enter on one side of the city and
exit on the opposite side of town as shown in the map below.

This is a story of how the two State Roads closest to Blue Ridge, (SR 37
and SR 46) wriggled their way through our town 100 years ago.
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This is a story of how the road infrastructure went unchanged for
decades as the mounting traffic groaned under the strain.
This is a story of how four separate bypasses, planned from 1955 to
1974, solved the problem and shaped the road system we know today.
This is a story you will not want to “bypass”!!!

BEFORE THE BYPASSES:
BACK TO 1920
It looks like everybody is cheering.

That’s because it’s the centennial celebration for Indiana University. It
has been 100 years since the university was founded.
The students in the picture are making the Indiana University logo,
which is really cool!
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So, as we celebrate IU’s bicentennial, let us see what the road
conditions were like during IU’s centennial in 1920.
Most of the 100+ miles of roads in and around Bloomington were
classified as “ordinary” (i.e., dirt) roads.
The other, higher-class type of road was a “pike” and was made of
crushed stone. The pike roads were constructed using a process called
macadam. Developed in 1820, macadam roads piled up successive
layers of stone, with dust and dirt filling in between (these days, tar
replaces the dust).
FUN FACT:
Because macadam roads used dust, they needed were sprinkled with
water from time to time. Bloomington was frequently in drought and
needed to save water, so the streets were oiled instead of watered.
‘
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Below is a map of the road system in and around Bloomington circa
1920 created by Charles van Buskirk.
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Mr. van Buskirk’s map looks very confusing, doesn’t it?
The names on the map signify who owned the land and the numbers
next to the name indicate how many acres they owned.
The rest of the map is significant for what it does not show…..like the
names of streets or any clue as to where Blue Ridge was located.
FUN FACT: Griffy Lake is not on the map because it was not built until
1924.

What we need is a map with some d@#n names on the streets!!!
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BR represents our beloved Blue Ridge. The reader may recall from the
first episode that Blue Ridge is in Section 21
OMR (with red arrow) stands for Old Martinsville Road and travels
along what is now Walnut Street except for one difference: Old
Martinsville Road dipped up and down like a rollercoaster. The
locations of the dips are shown by the two large white arrows. The road
dipped down to Lower Cascades, then back up to the Walnut Street
level. It continued through town as Walnut Street and then on to
Bedford and points farther south.
FUN FACT: Old Martinsville Road was part of The Great Dixie Highway,
which opened in 1917 and went from Montreal, Canada to Miami
Beach, Florida.
After World War I, different parts of the Great Dixie Highway were
absorbed into the federal and state highway systems. Old Martinsville
Road became part of Indiana SR 37 in 1926. (Please see episode 6 for
more details on the Great Dixie Highway.)
Matlock Road is our present-day SR 45/46 Bypass. But there is one
“good-to-know” difference.
The white oval on the map indicates that NO street exists between Old
Martinsville Road and Kinser Pike. Instead, there was (and still is) a
limestone quarry (now IMI) with a massive drop-off.
Today we have a bridge over that drop-off. But, in 1920, that bridge will
not be in existence for another 50 years! If you tried to go west on
Matlock in 1920, it would have disastrous consequences! So, keep that
in mind, will you?
Dunn Street is called Hight Pike in 1920. It cuts Section 21 into east and
west halves. (Note: We will be discussing Dunn Street more in the next
episode.)
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17TH Street dead-ended on Fee Lane.
Fee Lane demarcated the farthest point east of the Bloomington road
system in 1920. The land further east was farmland.
Fee Lane dead ended at 10th Street with the “State University Grounds”
northern boundary. The Grounds continued until 3rd Street.

TRAFFIC IN BLOOMINGTON
From the start, traffic tie-ups were common in Bloomington, as this
1914 cartoon in a local paper show.

In 1925, the 25,000-seat capacity Memorial Stadium was opened at 10th
Street and Fee Lane. The roads around that area (the roads we
mentioned above) were not designed for the increased traffic. As a
result, game days were a nightmare with back-ups being the stuff of
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legend. As the years went by, and IU continued to grow, the problem
only got worse.
One man who recognized this was Herman B Wells, who became the
President of IU in 1938. He felt the solution was to move all
intercollegiate athletics, including a golf course, north of 17th Street and
thus lessen the traffic and parking problems on campus.
At the same time, Wells was concerned about the Greek letter houses
(sororities and fraternities). They were located around 3rd Street and
their frequent “hell-raising” had long been a source of complaints from
the citizenry in the area.
Wells, a Greek himself (Sigma Nu), wanted to move the houses to more
isolated dwellings east of Fee Lane where they could raise as much hell
as they wanted and not disturb anyone. No doubt his explanation for this
was far more eloquent.
There was a problem though. IU owned little of the land north of 17th
Street or east of Fee Lane; it was mostly farmland. Those properties
would have to be purchased before any real action could begin.
Therefore, starting in the early 1940s, IU began to buy multiple farms
north of 17th Street and east of Fee Lane. Over the next 15 years, they
would purchase properties that would prove to be very useful.
(#Foreshadowing)

The State Highway Commission Becomes Involved
Mr. Wells was not the only one concerned about the traffic and roads
around Bloomington. The state had concerns as well. The initial
problem was SR 37 from Martinsville to Bloomington (i.e., Old
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Martinsville Road, also known as Old 37). It had 17.5 miles with 38
hairpin turns and, as traffic increased, so did accidents and fatalities.
By the mid-1930s it was adjudged unsafe as a state road. This meant an
entirely NEW road had to be constructed to replace it. The original SR
37 would continue only as an accessory road. So, there would be two
roads: An Old SR 37 and a New SR 37. Sometimes the roads were widely
separated from each other, but as the roads approached Bloomington
from the north, they became close.
Here is an aerial photo showing Old SR 37 (blue line) and New SR 37
(red line) converging and then crossing over each other close to Blue
Ridge (BR).
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FUN FACT: Because the Original SR 37 (Old Martinsville Road) dipped up
and down like a rollercoaster, two separate roads had to be
constructed to replace it. So there are parts of the Original SR 37 in
both the New SR 37 (now Walnut Street) and Old SR 37.
Let us look at another aerial photo from 1954 so we can see how Old SR
37 and New SR 37 terminate into Bloomington.
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We can see Old SR 37 (blue line) and New SR 37 (red line) entering
Bloomington as they do today with New SR 37 now being called
Walnut. Old State Road 37 empties onto Walnut St near what is now
Miller-Showers Park.

FUN FACT: The Old/New SR 37 project was finished in 1949.
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Despite the progress made with the completion of the new SR 37,
problems remained. The other roads around the SR 37 projects were
essentially unchanged from 1920. They remain a series of small streets
in an ever more crowded city and campus. Looking back at the previous
picture, note that the football stadium (red dot on 10th Street) is no
longer on the outskirts, but instead, right in the middle of IU. Game
days grew more and more chaotic.
Even worse, the new football stadium, scheduled to open in a few years,
will be located at the Faris Farm bordered by 17th Street, Matlock Road,
Dunn, and Fee Lane. It will have twice the seating capacity of the old
stadium. The relatively sparse roads north of 17th Street (especially
Matlock and Fee) will not accommodate that much traffic!!! What’s a
Highway Commission to do????????

The 1st Bypass
1955-1958: The Half Vast Project
The Highway Commission in the early 1950s believed that a bypass was
the answer. The concept of a bypass (i.e., an alternate route designed
to go around congested traffic areas) was very new. In the 30s and 40s
alternate routes had been constructed to circumvent crowded areas,
but these were Truck Routes designed to shunt away unwanted truck
traffic.
The new bypasses, however, would be open for any motorist to use.
Some people welcomed them as a way to relieve traffic congestion, but
others feared the routes could become direct competition to
downtown if retail outlets such as gas stations, shopping centers and
restaurants were allowed access to the bypass.
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For the Highway Commission, though, there was no doubt about the
benefit of a bypass to shunt traffic around Bloomington. They
envisioned a semicircular path starting on Matlock Road and turning
east and south toward 3rd Street and then continuing south and circling
back west until hooking up with New SR 37 south of Bloomington.

The bypass itself was to be constructed in two parts. The northern half,
from Matlock to 3rd Street, would take priority for several reasons.
Most important was the expected traffic from the soon-to-becompleted football stadium. Roads around it needed to be finished
quickly. Second, thanks to Mr. Wells’ energetic land acquisitions for the
Athletic Department and the Greek Lettered Houses, the state already
owned most of the land, so obtaining rights-of-way was not an issue.
Planning for the southern half of the bypass would begin after
construction of the northern part was complete.
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In 1955, the Highway Commission worked out the plans for the
northern half and accepted bids on the proposed route.

The work was completed in 1958. Here is an aerial photo from that
year.
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Notice how Matlock Road now turns south at Fee Lane to become the
bypass.
FUN FACT: Mr. Wells’ athletic complex (bordered by the Bypass, Fee
Lane, 17th Street and Dunn Street) is being cleared away to begin
construction on the 17th Street Stadium. It was opened in 1960 and
renamed Memorial Stadium in 1971.
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Below notice how Fee Lane, formerly straight, has been bent to
accommodate the circular bypass. Until 1958, Fee Lane intersected
with Matlock Road at a right angle.
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FUN FACT: East Matlock Road (see above) is the vestigial remains of the
east-west street that had extended west to Dunn. Matlock was turned
south and ended at the point where it connected to the bypass.

EARLY LIFE ON THE BYPASS
When the first bypass was completed in 1958, the land around New SR
37 (Walnut Street) and Matlock Road turned from farmland to
commercial space within a few years. In the 60s the north side of the
bypass offered a McDonalds (still there), a Putt-Putt golf course (now
AAA building), and a Dairy Queen (Big Red Liquor).
On the south side was a “Bounce-a-Rama” where you could rent a
ground-level trampoline and jump up and down over a shallow pit.
(Although it sounds like a liability suit waiting to happen, it was
reported to be great fun!)
The only housing development in the immediate area was Matlock
Heights, which was started in 1954. Blue Ridge began in the early 60s.
(Note: We will be discussing Matlock Heights in our next episode.)

BYPASS # 2
The Bypass That Never Happened (1958-1963)
The bypass made for smoother traffic flow around the stadium, but
problems remained with New SR 37. The entrance into Bloomington on
the north side (i.e., Walnut Street) shunted all of SR 37’s traffic through
town causing major tie ups, even with the bypass in place. Finishing the
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bypass on the east side, as planned, would do nothing to decrease the
jam-ups. The New SR 37 traffic traveling to points other than
Bloomington needed be routed around, not through, Bloomington to
relieve the congested downtown.
A proposal was made to build a new west side bypass that would both
decrease traffic through downtown and promote growth on the west
side.
The biggest drawback to a westside bypass was the limestone quarries
traversing the right-of-way that needed to be purchased to build the
roads. There was uncertainty about the costs.
(#Foreshadowing)
However, a west-side bypass was important to the people of
Bloomington and pressure was placed on the Highway Commission. In
1963, the Commission agreed with the locals and endorsed a west-side
bypass.
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There would be no east side bypass around the city. Instead, it would
end at 3rd Street.

BYPASS #3
The Bypass that Is NEW, New SR 37 (1963-1976)
The roads in and around Bloomington were only one of many concerns
the Highway Commission had with New SR 37 between Indianapolis
and Bedford. The entire 72-mile segment had become a death trap,
with fatalities soaring during the 1950s and 60s. In fact, New SR 37 was
given the designation of a “Killer Highway” along with three other State
Roads (30, 31, and 41).
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FUN FACT: A special gasoline tax was imposed at 2 cents a gallon to
provide extra funding to repair these highways. It was deemed the
“Killer Highway Tax.”
The highway commission decided to give the entire New SR 37 segment
from Indianapolis to Bedford a “four-lane facelift” (i.e., an expansion
from two-lane status to a four-lane highway). In essence, they were
creating another New SR 37---- a NEW, New SR 37.
The commission did not want to build a four-lane highway where New
SR 37 came into Bloomington (Walnut Street) because of the traffic
jams noted above. Instead, they wanted a 9-mile four-lane bypass
around Bloomington on the west side to become NEW New SR 37.
The former New SR 37 entrance into Bloomington on the north side
(Walnut Street) would be relegated to an alternate, business route.
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The people of Bloomington wanted the 9-mile portion of NEW, New SR
37 around their city to be finished before the other segments in
Martinsville or Bedford were started because traffic was so congested
in the Bloomington area.
In agreement with them was Ruel Steele of Bedford, the Chairman of
the Highway Commission. He not only wanted the bypass around
Bloomington done first, but he also wanted to add another bypass to it
as well.

BYPASS #4
SR 46 Bypass: The One Bypass to Bind Them All
SR 46 was a hodgepodge of roads that reached from Terre Haute to
Columbus (Indiana) and, along the way, negotiated Bloomington.
Motorists would come into B-Town from SR 46 (Arlington Avenue) on
the west side at 17th Street and leave town on the east side at 3rd Street
onto SR 46 to head east to Columbus.
Initially, cars took College Avenue south from 17th to 3rd then east out
of town.
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A second route was added in 1958 when 17th Street was expanded east
from Fee Lane to intersect the bypass circling around toward 3rd Street.
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Both were painfully slow and required traversing large parts of the city
and University.
The Commission had a better idea. They wanted to construct a SR 46
bypass to connect bypass #3 with bypass #1 by forming a road between
them.
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The plan (see Bypass #4 in above drawing) allowed someone travelling
from Terre Haute on SR 46 (Arlington Avenue) to take the SR 46 bypass
to Bypass #1 and breeze completely around Bloomington, to 3rd Street,
and sail onward to Columbus.
It also created a second exit off NEW, New 37 with access to the
football stadium. (The other exit being Walnut Street.)

By 1970, the plans for the NEW, New SR 37 and SR 46 segments around
Bloomington were almost completed. In fact, Mr. Steele was set to
make the announcement at a “Highway Appreciation Dinner” in
Bloomington on March 26th, 1970. It was to be a joyous occasion!!!!
Then………………………..a surprise happened.

THE QUARREL WITH THE QUARRY
In order to get the right-of-way for SR 46, the state needed a 16-acre
plot of land owned by R. G. Hoadly Quarries Inc. For tax purposes, the
state had appraised the land at $900 per acre and was offering $2,000
per acre ($32,000) to purchase the 16 acres. Hoadly was not actively
mining the site for limestone, but felt the offer was too low and
rejected it. The Highway Commission then claimed right of eminent
domain and filed a condemnation lawsuit in Monroe Circuit Court for a
judgment.
FUN FACT: Eminent Domain is the power of the state to take private
property for public use. The U.S. Constitution maintains that “just
compensation” must be given to the private landowner. The legal
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process pertaining to Eminent Domain is called “condemnation.” If the
parties cannot resolve the issue of “just compensation,” the state will
file a condemnation suit against the private landowner to get resolution
on the issue from the courts.
To determine the value of the land, the court ordered three
assessments. This was not an easy task. Most of the quarries along the
Oolitic Limestone Belt were family-owned and the properties simply
went from one generation to the next. This limited any appraisal based
on fair market value. Also, Indiana had no established statewide
guidelines for assessment of land with removable minerals.
The values that the three assessors reported back to the court shocked
the Highway Commission. Two of them valued the 16 acres at
$1,000,000 and the third at $3,000,000. The court accepted the lower
appraisals and ordered the Highway Commission to pay Hoadly Quarry
Inc. 1,000,000 smackers for the right-of-way to 16 acres!
This was exponentially higher than the state was offering at $32,000!!
At this price, the cost of the SR 46 bypass project would be prohibitive.
Even worse, the segment of NEW New SR 37 from Bloomington to
Bedford was also in jeopardy. The proposed path would traverse four
other limestone quarries, and if their appraised values were similar to
Hoadly’s, the entire route would have to be re-done.
This was the “surprise” that Mr. Steele learned of right before the
Bloomington meeting in March of 1970. Instead of the expected happy
news, Mr. Steele informed the crowd that both the SR 46 bypass and
NEW, New SR 37projects would be on hold unless there could be a
“reasonable settlement” on the land.
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TAXMAN TO THE RESCUE!!
If the assessed value of the quarry shocked the Highway Commission, it
sent seismic waves through the mining industry. They realized tax
liabilities on their land could shoot through the roof.
For example, in 1969, Hoadly Quarry Inc. paid one third of the assessed
value of their property in taxes to the state. The land was assessed at
$900 per acre, so they were taxed $300 an acre or $4,800 for the 16
acres. With the new assessment in 1970, Hoadly would have to pay one
third of a million or $333,000 in taxes for 16 acres.
FUN FACT: That’s more………a lot more.
Such costs would bury the limestone mining industry if all their lands
were assessed at such high values. So, a “reasonable settlement” (i.e.,
the reset button) was sought by both parties.
On July 23rd, 1970, an announcement was made that the state would
pay Hoadly $63,000 for the land and $86,300 for damages.
The land assessment peril was no more!
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Once the “legalities” were cleared up, construction could begin again.
Finishing the segment around Bloomington took from 1970 to 1974.
Here is an aerial photo showing the bypass after completion.
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Bypass #3 is NEW, New SR 37 Bypass #4 is SR 46 Bypass
Bypass #1 is the 1958 Bypass. Arlington is SR 46
(ACID TEST: If you see red and blue wavy lines as well as a green
triangle in the photo, do not be alarmed. They are incidental water runoff markers. If the markers start dancing and singing, there is a
possibility you are on LSD!!!)
This bypass system proved problematic. The main reason was that SR
46 (Arlington Avenue) had no direct access to the SR 46 bypass. Where
the two roads meet, Arlington Avenue was (and is) an overpass road
above the SR 46 bypass, as this close-up shows.
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Below, the close-up shows that a car travelling from Terre Haute on SR
46 wishing to use the SR 46 bypass would need to use an awkward Ushaped downhill exit ramp onto NEW, New SR 37 and immediately turn
left onto the SR 46 bypass. (blue line….. ignore the red water run-off
line.)
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This haphazard system led to significant traffic problems. It remained so
for over 20 years until SR 46 was expanded into Ellettsville and
eliminated Arlington Avenue as SR 46. See below.

FUN FACT: Arlington Avenue is now known as “Old SR 46.” Just like our
other friend Old SR 37.

FUN FACT: NEW, New SR 37’s design included several exits for
Bloomington in addition to the Walnut Street exit. These included the
SR 46 bypass, Vernal Pike, Whitehall Pike, SR 45, and Tapp Road.
However, it took years before travelers using SR 37 from the north
stopped exiting on Walnut Street and started using the recently
installed exits on NEW New SR 37, as this article from 1976 attests.
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THE LEXICON OF THE BYPASS THROUGH THE YEARS
In the 1950s, when the first bypass was being built, it was called the “37
Bypass.”
In the 1970s, when Bypass #3 was being built, it was called the
“Bloomington Bypass.”
In 2021, it is called the “45/46 bypass” because SR 45 is piggybacked
onto the SR 46 bypass system.
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THE 21st CENTURY BYPASS
The bypass system’s design has undergone substantive alterations since
the turn of the century — it “bulked-up.”
In the second decade of the 2000s the entire bypass system received a
“four-lane facelift.” In addition, NEW, New 37 became a Federal
Superhighway (I-69) and it created the system we have now.

A system much different from the one in 1920.
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THE END
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AND NOW…….. IT IS TIME FOR AN ANNOUNCEMENT!!!
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The 8th, and final, episode of Blue Ridge: The Mini-Series will be coming
to a computer near you. It will include:
CASCADES
MATLOCK HEIGHTS
NORTH DUNN ROAD

THANK YOU FOR YOUR KIND ATTENTION!!!!
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